
Owlets Home Learning Tasks - Spanish 
Summer Term 1 

Languages are best learnt in small bursts, so please spend around 20-30 minutes 
a week doing Spanish, possibly broken down into a few 5 or 10 minute sessions. 
Start by looking at the online resources on Purple Mash and the Youtube video 
with a grown up to learn the colours. Then, have a go at some of the suggested 
activities - feel free to pick and choose what you want to do from these tasks.  
 
Online Resources 

● Watch the videos on Google Drive: Greetings (to practise phrases we 
already know) and Colours (to learn the colours) 
 

● Purple Mash: Topics > Languages > Spanish > Los colores -  
- Start with ‘Introduction to vocabulary’ to listen to how the words 

are spoken - practise these lots in as many funny voices as you like! 
- When you are confident with the words, try the games: Quiz Race, 

Robot Chase or Listen and Repeat 
 

● Watch the video and learn the Colours song: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiNFXntWOJw 

 
Suggested Activities 

● Treasure hunt - get another family member to say a colour in Spanish and 
you have to find an item that is that colour as quickly as possible! Too 
easy? Try calling out the colours yourself and seeing if your family can 
find the items! 

 
● A puppet show - you could do a short puppet show using some of your 

favourite toys - they could say hello in Spanish and say how old they are. 
 

● Play ‘Simón dice’ with your family - it’s the same as Simon says - practise 
the body parts we have learnt! 

 
● Bingo! You could play bingo using your Spanish numbers 1-10! 

 



● What’s the time Mr. Wolf? Use your Spanish numbers to play! 
 

● Can you draw a picture or make a collage of something to do with Spain? 
The flag? A map? A flamenco dancer? Be creative! 

 
● Watch some Spanish-inspired films - Coco, Ferdinand and The Book of 

Life are fantastic for learning about Hispanic culture! 
 

● Check out the Spanish stories on the BBC website: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znc2tfr/resources/1 

 
● Practise some other songs for words we have already learnt: 

- Numbers:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ydJr1Is8xI 
- Ages:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfpFDOS34yU&t=9s 

 
Please email mrshamilton@lmp.org.uk to share any work or with any 
questions.  
 


